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02210

Newtown Police Radio Transcription 

12/14/12 

9:36:06 Nute: "67 (McGowan) Sandy Hook School caller is indicating she thinks there is someone 

shooting in building." 

9:36:32 Seabrook: "95, I am en route also." 

9:36:34 Nute: "Roger 95 (Seabrook)." 

9:36:38 Kullgren: "S6, I am en route." 

9:36:40 Barocsi: "S6 (Kullgren) you're en route?" 

9:36:48 Nute: "Units responding, units responding to Sandy Hook School, the front glass has been 

broken out of the school, they are unsure why." 

9:37:05 Seabrook: "95, I copy." 

9:37:27 Nute: "All units the individual that I have on the phone is continuing to hear what he believes to 

be gunfire." 

9:37:40 Kullgren: "S6 to 95, 67 (Seabrook and McGowan) if you come up the rear of the school, on that 

Crestwood the back road, the other units will take a staging point in the driveway." 

9:37:54 Seabrook: "95 Roger." 

9:37:57 McGowan: "Copy." 

9:38:26 Nute: "All units responding to Sandy Hook at this time ... the shooting appears to have stopped. 

It is silent at this time. The school is in lockdown." 

9:38:53 McGowan: "67 to S6 (Kullgren), I am going up Crestwood." 

9:39:00 Kullgren: "Roger that, we will stage up here in the front and we will go from there." 

9:39:12 Nute: "67 (McGowan) you're on Crestwood, Crestwood?" 

9:39:16 McGowan: "Roger." 

9:39:17 Nute: "Alright, I have reports that the teachers saw two shadows running past the building past 

the gym which would be the rear ... Alright they still hear shooting." 

9:39:34 McGowan: "Yeah, we got him. They're coming at me down Crestwood." 
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9:39:46 Unknown (Bahamonde or Penna): "Come up the,driveway on the left side." 

9:39:56 Kullgren: "56, this is it." 

9:40:02 Unknown: " .... Corner or vehicle" (unintelligible). McGowan's response also unintelligible. 

9:40:33 Seabrook: "95 start an ambulance and have them stage." 

9:40:35 Barocsi: "Roger." 

9:40:46 McGowan: "67 to 56 (Kullgren) do you know if this guy I got here is involved?" 

9:40:54 Unknown: "Behind the dumpster." 

9:41:07 Kullgren: "Responding units, last known gunshots were in the front of the building." 

9:41:24 McGowan: "56 (Kullgren) I need a unit up here on the playground side to secure this party." 

9:41:30 Kullgren: "Do you have that person yes, no?" 

9:41:34 McGowan: "I don't know, I've got a party on the side. I have him proned out now." 

9:41:39 Kullgren: "Roger that, units be aware that we could have a secondary unit." 

9:41:48 Seabrook: "95, I copy. Any description?" 

9:42:27 l<ullgren: "Responding units again, be advised last known shots were in the front of the school. .. 

maybe the roof." 

9:42:39 Penna: "D5 eight - seven- two (872) yellow -echo-October ... may be suspect's vehicle." 

9:43:39 Nute: "56 (l<ullgren)." 

9:43:42 Kullgren: "Go ahead." 

9:43:43 Nute: "Alright, just received a call uh ... we have one female in room one who has received a 

gunshot wound to the foot. Uncertain of any other injury at this time, advise for an ambulance. I have 

ambulance staging." 

9:44:05 McAnaspie: "D3 (McAnaspie), D1 (Joudy) en route from court." 

9:44:31 Chapman: "98." 

9:44:32 Nute: "98 (Chapman)." 

9:44:33 Chapman: "~v1yself and 92 (Smith) checked the perimeter of the school. That party in custody; 

forty-nine-0-one (4901) (Newtown police radio code for unfounded). We will continue checking." 
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9:44:43 Nute: "Received." 

9:44:50 Kullgren: "56 ... we have a team of three entering the south east portion of the school." 

9:45:02 Barocsi: "Roger 56 (Kullgren), team of three entering the south east portion of the school nine

forty-five (9:45)." 

9:45:17 Chapman: "98 to S6 (Kullgren)." 

9:45:26 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)." 

9:45:29 Chapman: "98 to 56 (Kullgren), would you like us to begin checking the inside of the school as 

well?" 

9:45:43 McGowan: "98 (Chapman), standby. We are doing that now." 

9:45:48 Chapman: "Roger." 

9:45:51 Bahamonde: "Ok, I need units in the front of the school. I've got bodies here. Let's uh .. get 

ambulances." 

9:46:00 Nute: "Is it safe to send EMS in?" 

9:46:09 Barocsi: "54 (Bahamonde), the state is heading in." 

9:46:32 Nute: "HQ to 56 (Kullgren)." 

9:46:37 l<ullgren: "S6." 

9:46:38 Nute: "Can I send in EMS?" 

9:46:43 l<ullgren: "Stage them at the end of the driveway between the firehouse and the school 

please." 

9:46:49 Nute: "Received." 

9:46:57 Bahamonde: "54 (Bahamonde) ... the building is not secure, so we can't have anybody uh ... 

ambulances coming in." 

9:47:15 Seabrook: "95 ... make sure nobody enters or leaves this area, the school." 

9:47:23 Hull: "58 ... you can put me uh, at the school." 

9:47:33 Kullgren: "56 to 54 (Bahamonde), can you assist with setting up a perimeter front and rear?" 

9:48:11 Kuiigren: "S6 .. can we get a iocation of room one?" 
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9:48:28 Barocsi: "S6 (,Kullgren), the caller stated it was by the playscape." 

9:50:39 Nute: "S6 (Kullgren)." 

9:50:43 Kullgren: "Standby." 

9:51:31 Smith: "92 ... we've got one suspect down." 

9:51:33 Barocsi: "Roger 92 (Smith), one suspect down, nine-fifty-one (9:51)." 

9:51:39 Penna: "Where?" 

9:51:51 Penna: "Where is suspect down?" 

9:52:00 Barocsi: "92 (Smith), location of the suspect?" 

9:52:04 Smith: "First hallway to the left." 

9:52:11 Barocsi: "OS (Penna) did you copy?" 

9:55:28 Penna: "D5 ... be advised we should have multiple weapons including long rifles and shotgun." 

9:57:52 Nute: "S6 (Kullgren)." 

9:57:58 Kullgren: "Go ahead." 

9:58:00 Nute: "I've got one EMS unit going to your location ... confirmed." 

9:58:07 Kullgren: "At this point... all we know at this time." 

9:58:14 Nute: "Alright, I've just been told by A2 (Newtown Ambulance) that they are proceeding to your 

location. Is that confirmed that you want their arrival?" 

9:58:24 Kullgren: "Stand by; I've got units in front of the school. We're conducting (unintelligible) 

search at this time. S6 to S4 (Bahamonde) can you (unintelligible) to that?" 

10:00:09 l<ullgren: "S6 to 67(McGowan)." 

10:00:12 McGowan: "Go ahead S6 (Kullgren)." 

10:00:17 Kullgren: "Ask the custodian ... we need a way to the roof and a team up on the roof to clear 

the roof." 

10:00:22 McGowan: "Roger." 

1n·nn·~~ Mr(.;n,M~n· "92 (Smith) is \Vorking on it." 

10:00:46 Penna: "D5 ... we need busses here ... ASAP ... call Danbury if you have to." 
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10:01:32 McGowan: "Down the hall (unintelligible) ... he has the way ... (unintelligible)." 

10:05:50 Smith: "92, we're going to be on the roof checking that area." 

10:06:20 Nute: "S6 (Kullgren)." 

10:06:26 Kullgren: "S6." 

10:06:27 Nute: "There is a teacher, with students, in the kiln room, which I am going to assume is an art 

room ... at that location and they cannot get out of that room." 

10:06:45 Kullgren: "S6 on channel 3, a kiln room, you got a location?" 

10:06:52 Nute: "Uncertain of the location. She called from her cell phone. She said it was the kiln 

room. I'm going to assume it's an art room." 

10:07:01 Kullgren: "Roger, advise all parties that call to remain where they are and they will be ... 

escorted out of the building." 

10:07:08 Nute: "Received and that is what we have been doing." 

10:09:19 Nute: "S6 (Kullgren)." 

10:09:22 Kullgren: "S6." 

10:09:24 Nute: "Uh, I've got fire staged in the front parking lot. They are looking for your approval to go 

in." 

10:09:34 Kullgren: "Negative we are not secure at this time." 

10:09:37 f\lute: "Received, will advise." 

10:09:44 Kullgren: "S6 to any units with patients ... if you can safely evacuate out the front of the 

building, do so." 

10:09:56 McGowan: "67 I copy." 

10:10:00 Seabrook: "58 (Hull) is that you behind the dumpster in the back?" 

10:10:04 Hull: "Roger." 

10:10:05 Seabrook: "Is there someone behind the dumpster with you?" 

10:10:07 Hull: "Roger I have two parents." 

10:10:10 Seabrook: "Roger." 
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10:10:13 Hull: "I'll be moving the parents to a safe location." 

10:10:26 Seabrook: "95 to HQ." 

10:10:31 Barocsi: "95 (Seabrook) hold on." 

10:10:35 Barocsi: "95 (Seabrook) go ahead." 

10:10:36 Seabrook: "If you could advise all units please, the roof is clear." 

10:10:40 Barocsi: "All units the roof is clear ten-ten (10:10)." 

10:10:46 Kullgren: "S6 copy ... can we get the keys down here? We will start clearing the secured 

rooms." 

10:10:52 Seabrook: "S6 (Kullgren), the keys should still be in the janitor closet lock (unintelligible), the 

access to the roof." 

10:11:05 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren) did you copy that?" 

10:11:24 McGowan: "67 to any unit near State Police let them know I have Detective Frank (D2) with 

me. He is in civvies, green striped shirt and an AR-15." 

10:11:40 Kullgren: "Message relayed." 

10:11:48 Kullgren: "56 to D2 (Frank) If you can stand out front and assist with security. 1/1/e have plenty 

of uh ... Newtown and CSP." 

10:12:15 Kullgren: "56 to 95 (Seabrook)." 

10:12:19 Seabrook: "Go ahead, roof." 

10:12:22 Kullgren: "If you can get those keys down here, we're going to start clearing these secured 

rooms please." 

10:12:28 Seabrook: "Ok, roger, they should still be in the lock ... of the janitor's closet. We're down by 

the entrance. We are on our way back down now." 

10:14:02 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren), Redding is en route; two officers and an ambulance." 

10:14:08 Kullgren: "Roger, stage them out in the front please." 

10:14:15 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren) repeat." 

10:14:48 McGowan: "67 to S6 (Kullgren), be advised we1 ve got children coming out the back ... 

(unintelligible)." 
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10:14:55 Kullgren: "S6 copy." 

10:15:16 Barocsi: "S6 (Kullgren), we have DA out at Subway over there on Church Hill. They are stating 

they would like police presence. They said it was related to the shooting. No further information. 

Called in by DA." 

10:15:32 Kullgren: "Roger that, see if we've got a supervisor in the front of the school that can spare a 

unit to head up there." 

10:15:40 Barocsi: "Roger, Newtown to S4 (Bahamonde)." 

10:15:45 Pisani: "D4." 

10:15:46 Barocsi: "Negative ... S4 (Bahamonde) are you at the front of the building?" 

10:16:05 Barocsi: "S6 (Kullgren), do you want me to have Redding go over to that location?" 

10:16:10 Kullgren: "Roger that, have Redding go." 

10:16:13 Barocsi: "Roger." 

10:17:03 Seabrook: "95 to S6 (Kullgren), do we ah .. know where the set of keys is? We need them for 

the .. uh .. library's off shoot closet." 

10:17:13 Kullgren: "We are just opening up rooms. We will get them down to you." 

10:17:15 Seabrook: "Roger." 

10:19:46 (background noise ... unintelligible) 

10:20:11 ( background noise ... unintelligible) 

10:20:22 l<ullgren: 11S6 to D5 (Penna)." 

10:20:27 Penna: 11 OS, go ahead." 

10:20:28 l<ullgren: 11D0 you have a number of patients?" 

10:20:35 Penna: "I'm sorry, repeat?" 

10:20:38 Kullgren: 11 D0 we have a number of patients for EMS personnel?" 

10:20:45 Penna: "Negative, we do not." 

10:20:57 Rios: "2 to S5 (Hynes)." 

10:21:14 Rios: "2 to S6 (Kullgren)." 
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10:21:19 K,ullgren: "S6." 

10:21:33 Barocsi: "S6 (Kullgren) Monroe called. They have a K9 available. Do you need it?" 

10:21:40 Kullgren: "Roger, have them come to the front of the school please." 

10:21:45 Barocsi: "Roger." 

10:22:03 Rios: "2 to S6 (Kullgren)." 

10:22:07 Kullgren: "S6." 

10:22:10 Rios: "Do you have anybody available, maybe a SRO to come out to the front of the school in 

the parking lot and help with the students?" 

10:22:19 Pisani: "D4, I'm en route." 

10:22:23 Rios: "Roger." 

10:22:38 Barocsi: "HQ to S6 (Kullgren)." 

10:22:43 Kullgren: "S6." 

10:22:44 Barocsi: "Be advised, we are getting a call saying that the librarian is in the closet by the 

kitchen and there are 18 students back there." 

10:22:53 i<ullgren: "Roger i8 students in the kitchen." 

10:23:05 Barocsi: "S6 (Kullgren), there is a correction, they are in the closet in the library behind the 

kitchen." 

10:23:16 Seabrook: "95 to 56 (Kullgren), I believe that is where we are, uh, still not answering our calls. 

We need a key there." 

10:23:21 Barocsi: "Roger she said she hears you pounding on the door. Do you want her to open the 

door?" 

10:23:26 Seabrook: "Yeah, have her come out, come out the door." 

10:24:12 Hayes: "99 to S6 (Kullgren), I am in town with my gear if you need another set of hands." 

10:25:37 Nute: "S6 (Kullgren)." 

10:25:42 Kullgren: "56 go ahead." 

10:25:44 Nute: "Fire is requesting an officer to go out, uh to update them at this time." 
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10:26:07 Kullgren: "56, have them stand by until we secure the school." 

10:26:11 Nute: "Received." 

10:26:22 Kullgren: "56 to any unit with a janitorial key (heavy background noise)." 

10:23:32 Kullgren: "56 to any unit with a janitorial key.JI 

10:26:50 Kullgren: "56 to HQ.n 

10:26:53 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren) go ahead." 

10:26:55 Kullgren: "We need to find the unit that has the janitorial keys." 

10:27:01 Barocsi: "Roger 56 (Kullgren), 95 (Seabrook) do you have the janitorial keys?}/ 

10:27:05 Seabrook: "Negative, I was looking for them myself." 

10:27:08 Barocsi: "Roger, HQ to any unit who has the janitorial keys, contact dispatch." 

10:27:15 Kullgren: "56, they have been located, thank you." 

10:27:17 Barocsi: "Received, located keys." 

10:29:00 Kullgren: "56 to S4 (Bahamonde)." 

10:29:27 l<ullgren: "S6 to 54 (Bahamonde)." 

10:29:43 Bahamonde: "54 go ahead ... back hallway." 

10:29:48 Kullgren: "Roger, 56 to any uh, supervisor in the front of the school." 

10:30:03 l<ullgren: "56 to 2 HQ (Rios)." 

10:32:10 Kullgren: "56 to HQ." 

10:32:13 l\lute: "56 (Kullgren)." 

10:32:16 Kullgren: "72 (Newtown radio code for a telephone call) the state troop, advise them at this 

point there is no active shooting.}/ 

10:32:33 Nute: "Received." 

10:33:01 Kullgren: 1156 to D2 (Frank)." 

10:33:13 Kullgren: "56 to HQ." 

10:33:31 Kullgren: "I need a unit, in room eight (8) in the front of the school with a camera please." 
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10:3S:16 Kullgren: "56 to 67 (McGowan)." 

10:3S:22 Kullgren: "56 to 67 (McGowan)." 

10:3S:31 Penna: "OS to HQ." 

10:3S:34 Barocsi: "OS (Penna)." 

10:35:3S Penna: "I need the address of the residence of this Connecticut reg., it's gonna be the same 

one I gave you before, Connecticut passenger eight -seven- two-(872), Yankee -echo- October (YEO)." 

10:3S:46 Barocsi: "Roger, eight-seven-two (872)-Yankee-echo- October (YEO), standby." 

10:36:0S Barocsi: "OS (Penna), it's thirty- six (36) Yogananda Street." 

10:36:11 Penna: "Roger, give me a last name." 

10:36:14 Barocsi: "Lanza." 

10:36:18 Penna: "Roger, thank you." 

10:36:20 Barocsi: "Roger." 

10:38:13 Kullgren: "56 to 4 HQ (Vanghele)." 

10:38:26 Kullgren: "S6 to 67 (McGowan)." 

10:38:29 McGowan: "Go ahead, S6 (Kullgren)." 

10:38:32 Kullgren: "98 (Chapman) was working on a camera for us. If we have uh, some sort of staging 

point uh ... and can turn away parents or information point up at the firehouse." 

10:38:48 McGowan: "Ok, 1 HQ (Kehoe) is saying standby." 

10:39:34 Chapman: "Dave, I've got that camera. I'm on my way back in." 

10:39:39 Kullgren: "Roger." 

10:45:01 Barocsi: "04 (Pisani)." 

10:45:05 Penna: "Go for 04 (Pisani)." 

10:45:06 Pisani: "04." 

10:45:06 Barocsi: "Are you able to come 48 (Newtown radio code for the PD building)." 

10:45:12 Penna: "Negative, what have we got?" 
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10:45:15 Barocsi: "We have students up here. What's your pleasure?" 

10:45:22 Penna: "We have got to attend to the scene." 

10:45:25 Barocsi: "Received." 

10:49:12 Penna: "SH, I'm sorry, 4 HQ (Vanghele)." 

10:49:18 l<ullgren: "56, go ahead for 4 HQ (Vanghele)." 

10:49:22 Penna: "We want to set up a staging area for the parents to go there rather than here. We 

were thinking Fairfield Hills, is that acceptable?" 

10:49:34 l<ullgren: "Roger, how about the firehouse?" 

10:49:39 Penna: "We have gridlock here. We are trying to get them out from where the school scene 

is." 

10:49:46 Barocsi: "56 (l<ullgren) be advised, Monroe's 1<9 is in the area. Do you have a specific location 

you want them to go?" 

10:49:55 l<ullgren: "Have them respond to the front of the school. We have State Police with their 

team." 

10:50:00 Barocsi: "Received." 

10:50:06 Figol: "81 to 56 (Kullgren)." 

10:50:17 Barocsi: "81 (Figol) are you calling?" 

10:50:19 Figol: "Let 56 (Kullgren) know I am in town too on a road job if he needs me." 

10:50:24 Barocsi: "Roger, 56 (Kullgren) you copy?" 

10:50:27 l<ullgren: "Negative. What do we have?" 

10:50:29 Barocsi: "81 (Figol) is in town as well if you need her ... just advise." 

10:50:38 l<ullgren: "Go again please." 

10:50:43 Barocsi: "56 (l<ullgren), just be advised 81(Figol) is in town if you need her." 

10:50:51 l<ullgren: "Roger, 56 to D ... D6 (Flynn) ... D5 (Penna). We are going to use the firehouse for 

now." 

10:50:58 Penna: ;;Roger, firehouse." 
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.10:51:17 McGowan: 1167 to HQ." 

10:51:20 Barocsi: "67 {McGowan) go ahead." 

10:51:25 McGowan: "Be advised ... I will be taking a team to the location on that thirty ten {3010: 

Newtown radio code for information check)." 

10:51:32 Barocsi: "Received." 

10:51:38 McGowan: "To confirm that's number three-six (36) correct? Three, six?" 

10:51:42 Barocsi: "That's affirmative. Three, six {36) Yogananda Street...three, six." 

10:51:59 Kehoe: 111 HQ." 

10:50:00 Barocsi: 111 HQ (Kehoe)." 

10:50:03 Kehoe: "-advised we will be setting up command .. the command post at uh .. Sandy Hook 

firehouse." 

10:52:08 Barocsi: "Received, command post Sandy Hook Firehouse, ten fifty two {10:52)." 

10:52:15 Kullgren: "S6, can we get a ... uh floor plan of the school please?" 

10:52:23 Barocsi: "S6 (Kullgren), I copy ... we are working on it." 

10:52:29 Bahamonde: "S4, just be advised we do have enough officers in the building. We do not need 

any more officers entering the building." 

10:52:39 Barocsi: "Roger, S4 {Bahamonde), enough officers in the building. No more officers to be in 

the building, ten fifty two {10:52)." 

10:52:58 Kullgren: "S6, just confirming, all other schools are in lockdown?" 

10:53:16 l<ullgren: "S6 to HQ." 

10:53:20 Barocsi: "S6 {l<ullgren) go ahead." 

10:53:23 Kullgren: "Just confirmation that all other schools are locked down?" 

10:53:26 Barocsi: "S6 (Kullgren) repeat." 

10:53:30 Kullgren: "Looking for confirmation that all other schools in town are in lockdown." 

10:53:35 Barocsi: "All schools, as far as I am aware, are in lockdown. They were advised." 

10:53:57 Nute: "S6 (Kullgren)." 
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10:54:01 Kullgren: "S6." 

10:54:03 Nute: "I will have a floor plan brought to the Sandy Hook Firehouse ASAP." 

10:54:10 Kullgren: "Roger that, and then to the front of the school." 

10:54:16 I\Jute: "That's affirmative." 

10:55:01 Nute: "S6 (Kullgren)." 

10:55:36 Nute: "HQ to S6 (Kullgren)." 

10:55:47 Kullgren: "S6." 

10:55:50 Nute: "Be advise at this time I have 99 (Hayes) and 94 (Greco) here at HQ. I have two Weston 

officers going down to Sandy Hook School to meet with Janet Robinson to work with the parents at that 

location." 

10:56:04 Kullgren: "Copy that. We have staff coverage for the town?" 

10:56:13 Nute: "I am going to maintain 99 (Hayes) and 94 (Greco) here unless you need them there." 

10:56:21 Kullgren: "Negative, that's good. Keep them there. We have enough in the school and on the 

property at this time." 

10:56:28 Nute: "Received." 

10:56:30 Barocsi: "S6 (Kullgren) be advised S2 (Froehlich) and 823 (Haas) also called in. If you need 

them to come in, just advise." 

10:56:48 Silver: "63 (Silver), I also just got here." 

10:56:53 Barocsi: "Roger." 

10:58:19 Kullgren: "S6 to HQ." 

10:58:22 Nute: "S6 (Kullgren)." 

10:58:24 Kullgren: "I am working with CSP now to coordinate additional searches. Can you have the 

Monroe canine and 81 (Figol) respond to the front of the school please?" 

10:58:35 Nute: "Received, 81 (Figol)." 

10:58:39 Figol: "81, I copy." 

10:58:40 Nute: "81 (Figol), do you have contact with the Monroe canine?" 
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10:58:57 Figol: "Which Gne is coming out?" 

10:58:50 Nute: "Standby." 

10:59:00 Nute: "81 (Figol}, both dogs from Monroe will be uh coming out." 

10:59:05 Figol: "Roger, I just tried call, contacting them. I left a message." 

10:59:09 Nute: "Received." 

11:00:12 Chickos: "HQ to 3 HQ (Sinko)." 

11:00:29 Chickos: "HQ to 3HQ (Sinko)." 

11:01:05 Kullgren: "56 to 81 (Figol)." 

11:01:11 Figol: "Go ahead." 

11:01:14 Kullgren: "Have you and Monroe stage in the front of the school with your canines." 

11:01:21 Figol: "Roger." 

11:01:58 Vanghele: "4 to 67 (McGowan)." 

11:02:02 McGowan: "Go ahead." 

11:02:06 Vanghele: "What's your status at that uh residence?" 

11:02:11 McGowan: "We are evacuating either side and across the street and then securing." 

11:02:18 Vanghele: "Now, there were people inside?" 

11:02:21 McGowan: "We do not know at this time. We just arrived on scene and are evacuating each 

side." 

11:02:29 Vanghele: "Roger ... just uh keep me informed." 

11:02:33 McGowan: "Roger." 

11:02:44 Greco: "94 to 56 (Kullgren)." 

11:03:06 Kullgren: "56 to HQ, any idea on those schematics for the building?" 

11:03:16 Barocsi: "They are in route to 404's (Michael Burton) location." 

11:03:21 Kullgren: "Alright, we need them in the front of the school. Can you have an officer bring 

them up please?" 
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11:03:n Barocsi: "Received." 

11:03:32 Greco: "94 to 56 (Kullgren)." 

11:03:35 Kullgren: "Go ahead." 

11:03:37 Greco: "Do you have a description?11 

11:03:47 Kullgren: "Of what?" 

11:04:27 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren). 11 

11:04:30 Kullgren: "Go ahead. 11 

11:04:31 Barocsi: "We have a witness here at the PD. What is your pleasure?11 

11:04:39 Kullgren: "99 (Hayes) take their information ... and standby." 

11:04:47 Barocsi: "Roger. They say they have a description of the individual." 

11:05:03 Silver: "63 to 56 (Kullgren). 11 

11:05:21 Kullgren: "56 to 81 (Figol), location?11 

11:05:27 Figol: "Wasserman at exit eleven. 11 

11:05:33 Kullgren: "Roger, when you arrive, come to the front of the school and try and make contact 

with the Monroe dogs and standby." 

11:05:43 Figol: "Roger." 

11:05:48 Silver: "63 to 56 (Kullgren)." 

11:05:52 Kullgren: "Go ahead. 11 

11:05:55 Silver: "Where would you like Major Crime to set up a command post?11 

11:06:12 Kullgren: "They can come up to the front of the school, on the fire truck side. Everything 

beyond there is not possible. 11 

11:06:24 Silver: "Roger." 

11:06:31 Greco: "94, do you need a description of the perpetrator?11 

11:06:54 Kullgren: "56 to 94 {Greco) give me a 72 (Newtown radio code for a telephone call)." 

11:07:00 Greco: "Roger. 11 
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11:07:02 Nute: "HQ to 56 (Kullgren)." 

11:07:06 Kullgren: "Go ahead." 

11:07:09 Nute: "56 (Kullgren), your radio is becoming more and more garbled, I need you to contact 

Director Will ASAP 203-.... " 

11:07:18 Weston Officer: "Weston to Newtown." 

11:07:19 Nute: "Go ahead Weston." 

11:07:22 Weston Officer: "OK, be advised, I am with a parent here who has the children that were in the 

classroom during the event. Um I am trying to get an account on them now. They were .. you know, not 

in the regular uh .. , we have a line .. um lines here with, um ... rooms. They are not one of them, so I am 

gathering the names of the students that were in the classroom at the time." 

11:07:48 Nute: "Received Weston." 

11:07:50 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)." 

11:07:54 Kullgren: "56, you want me to call the command center, I copy." 

11:07:58 Nute: "Roger, call direct 270-4296." 

11:08:24 Chickos: "HQ to 3HQ (Sinko)." 

11:08:48 Chickos: "HQ to 3HQ (Sinko)." 

11:11:30 l(ullgren: "56 to 81 (Figol)." 

11:11:34 Figol: "81, out ... " 

11:11:41 Kullgren: "Roger, and the schematics HQ? We need them up here please." 

11:11:49 Figol: "You want the dog left up here or in the car?" 

11:11:54 l<ullgren: "81, front of the school please." 

11:11:58 Figol: "Roger that, you've got Monroe coming in." 

11:12:08 Kullgren: "56 to HQ." 

11:12:12 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)." 

11:12:15 Kullgren: "I am checking on the schematics." 

11:12:19 Nute: "Standby." 
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11:12:46 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)."· 

11:12:50 Kullgren: "56." 

11:12:53 Nute: "Last I knew Gino was en route. He has not arrived at 404's (Michael Burton) location 

yet. Standby, I will make a call." 

11:13:22 Kullgren: "56, if you can have FD, have anyone assist 81 (Figol) to come up to the scene please. 

And if we can make contact with the second Monroe canine, have them come to the front of the 

school." 

11:13:35 Nute: "Received." 

11:14:22 Chapman: "98 to 56 (Kullgren)." 

11:14:28 Kullgren: "56." 

11:14:32 Chapman: "The storage shed around the gym side of the school -digital---." 

11:15:27 Figol: "81, I am out in the front of the school area." 

11:16:17 Vanghele: "4 to uh 67 (McGowan)." 

11:16:21 McGowan: "Go ahead." 

11:16:26 Vanghele: 11Update?" 

11:16:27 McGowan: "Homes around are evacuated, perimeter is up." 

11:18:41 Vanghele: "D4 (Pisani)." 

11:18:53 Barocsi: "Newtown to 4 HQ (Vanghele)." 

11:18:58 Vanghele: "4 have D4 (Pisani) come to my location." 

11:19:03 Barocsi: 11Received, HQ to D4 (Pisani)." 

11:19:12 Barocsi: 11 HQ to D4 (Pisani)." 

11:19:15 Pisani: "D4." 

11:19:17 Barocsi: "Go to 4 HQ's location ... Newtown to 4HQ (Vanghele)." 

11:19:23 Pisani: "Go to 4HQ (Vanghele)?" 

11:19:25 Barocsi: "Affirmative, go to 4 HQ's (Vangheie) location." 

11:19:29 Pisani: "Roger'' 
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11:19:30 Barncsi: "4 HQ (Vanghele)." 

11:19:30 Pisani: "Do you know where it is?" 

11:19:33 Barocsi: "4 HQ (Vanghele), your exact location?" 

11:19:35 Vanghele: "Yeah, I'm up at the front of the school." 

11:19:39 Pisani: "Roger." 

11:19:46 Penna: "OS to 4 HQ (Vanghele)." 

11:19:54 Penna: "Do we have uh .. the Chiefs location? I have uh .. Bethel's Chief here trying to make 

his uh appearance." 

11:20:05 Vanghele: "Can you uh say that again? I didn't copy." 

11:20:10 Penna: "We are just trying to locate the Chief, for the Chief from Bethel trying to locate him." 

11:20:21 Vanghele: "Roger, that's why I wanted to talk to 04 (Pisani)." 

11:20:27 Penna: "Roger." 

11:21:11 Nute: "56 (Kullgren)." 

11:21:15 Kullgren: "56." 

11:21:17 Nute: "The plans are on their way to that location." 

11:21:21 Kullgren: "Thanks." 

11:22:56 Kullgren: "56 to any units on the perimeter, if you can assist with getting those plans up here." 

11:23:27 Vanghele: "4 to 95 (Seabrook)." 

11:23:41 Seabrook: "Go." 

11:23:44 Vanghele: "Are you clear for an assignment?" 

11:23:47 Seabrook: "Negative, 56 (Kullgren) put me with 81 (Figol) on a track." 

11:23:52 Vanghele: "Roger." 

11:25:20 Kullgren: "56 to HQ." 

11:25:23 Barocsi: "56 (Kullgren), go ahead." 
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11:25:27 Kullgren: "CSP is inquiring if we have the principal, assistant principal accounted for, and if 

they can assist as a liaison at the command center at the fire house. " 

11:25:45 Nute: "S6 (Kullgren) at this time the superintendent of schools has set up an office at the fire 

house. The assistant superintendent is also en route to that location as far as i know." 

11:25:57 Kehoe: "1 HQ." 

11:26:01 Nute: "Go ahead." 

11:26:03 Kehoe: "1 HQ." 

11:26:08 Nute: "Go ahead." 

11:26:09 Kehoe: "1 HQ." 

11:26:13 Nute: "Go ahead, 1." 

11:26:16 Kehoe: "I have the superintendent here. What would you like us to do?" 

11:26:26 Nute: "S6 (Kullgren)." 

11:26:29 Kullgren: "S6 to 1 HQ (Kehoe), CSP is just requesting that they assist as a liaison at the 

command center for parents." 

11:27:48 Nute: "S6 (l<ullgren)." 

11:27:54 Vanghele: "4 to D6 (Flynn)." 

11:28:30 Nute: "S6 (Kullgren)." 

11:28:33 Kullgren: "S6 go ahead." 

11:28:36 Nute: "New Canaan has offered their assistance. Do you want me to pull two from them?" 

11:28:45 Kullgren: "I have two Redding officers here. They are going to check with 4 HQ (Vanghele) 

whether they assist with town calls, check with 4 HQ (Vanghele)." 

11:28:55 Nute: "Received, 4 HQ (Vanghele)." 

11:28:59 Vanghele: "4." 

11:29:01 Nute: "New Canaan has offered their assistance. Would you like two?" 

11:29:10 Vanghele: "Say again?" 

11:29:12 Nute: "New Canaan has offered their assistance. Would you like two officers?" 
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11:29:21 Vanghele: "Sure, why don't ,you send them." 

11:29:23 Nute: "Received." 

11:29:33 Flynn: "D6 to 4 HQ (Vanghele.)" 

11:29:43 Vanghele: "Go ahead." 

11:29:46 Flynn: "What's your location?" 

11:29:50 Vanghele: "I am at the front of the school near the field." 

11:30:23 Kehoe: "1 HQ to HQ." 

11:30:26 Nute: "Go ahead." 

11:30:31 l(ehoe: "1 HQ to HQ." 

11:30:33 Nute: "Go ahead 1 HQ (Kehoe)." 

11:30:36 Kehoe: "Have we cleared the building yet?" 

11:30:40 Nute: "S6 (Kullgren)." 

11:30:45 Bahamonde: "S4." 

11:30:49 Kullgren: "S6 to HQ, state police are searching the school inch by inch right now. We have 

canine assisting." 

11:31:05 Barocsi: "Roger S6 (Kullgren)." 

11:31:06 !\Jute: "1 HQ (Kehoe), did you copy?" 

11:31:10 Kehoe: "Roger that." 

11:31:15 Bahamonde: "S4 to HQ." 

11:31:16 Nute: "S4 (Bahamonde)." 

11:31:19 Bahamonde: "I am in the school and can confirm that the school has been checked three times 

over, and they are doing a fourth." 

11:31:27 Nute: "1 HQ (Kehoe), did you copy?" 

11:31:42 Silver: "63, we are out with the State's Attorney." 

11:31:46 Nute: "63, your message." 
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11:31:50 Silver: "State's Attorney is at headquarters." 

11:31:59 Nute: "HQ to 1 HQ (Kehoe)." 

11:33:00 Barocsi: "HQ to S6 {Kullgren)." 

11:33:11 Barocsi: "HQ to S6 (Kullgren)." 

11:33:15 Kul lgren: "56." 

11:33:17 Barocsi: "Received a call from , stating that the State Police have 

checked his location. There are three buildings, and one is unsecured. He feels it may be relating. 

What's your pleasure?" 

11:33:31 Kullgren: "What's the address on - ?" 

11:33:35 Barocsi: ' II 

11:33:45 l<ullgren: "Roger, I'll have units head over there." 

11:33:50 Barocsi: "Received." 

11:35:20 Kehoe: "1 HQ to HQ." 

11:35:25 Barocsi: "1, go ahead." 

11:35:28 Kehoe: "If you can reach 2 HQ (Rios), have him come to my location at the command post." 

11:35:31 Barocsi: "Roger HQ to 2 HQ {Rios) ." 

11:35:37 Barocsi : "HQ to 2 HQ (Rios) ." 

11:35:46 Barocsi: "HQ to 2 HQ (Rios)." 

11:36:15 Sinko: "3 HQ to 1 (Kehoe), I'm on Church Hill, I'll be there shortly." 

11:36:24 Kehoe: "Roger." 

11:36:31 Kullgren: "56 to 1 HQ (Kehoe), can you give me a 72 (Newtown radio code for telephone call) if 

you have a moment?" 

11:37:11 Chickos: "HQ to 3 HQ (Sinko)." 

11:37:16 Sinko: "3." 

11:37:18 Chickos: "I've been advised, if you can locate the Selectman down at the command post, at 

the scene." 
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11~37:29 Sinko: "Roger." 

11:37:37 Wisentaner: "S3 to 3 HQ (Sinko)." 

11:37:43 Sinko: "3 HQ." 

11:37:46 Wisentaner: "Where is the Command Post?" 

11:37:50 Sinko: "Sandy Hook Fire." 

11:37:58 Wisentaner: "Can we move it out a little bit more so that we ... so that other agencies can get 

in there, or what?" 

11:38:05 Sinko: 11
1 am just arriving, so I will advise. I have to be briefed." 

11:38:11 Wisentaner: "Roger." 

11:38:59 l(ullgren: 11S6 to HQ." 

11:39:03 Nute: 11S6 (Kullgren)." 

11:39:08 Kullgren: "When you get a chance, can you get some portable radio batteries down to the 

school please?" 

11:39:14 Nute: "Received. Confirm for me that you have the building plans." 

11:39:20 Kullgren: "I do roger, thank you." 

11:40:12 Kullgren: 11S6 to 06 (Flynn) or 05 (Penna)." 

11:40:18 Penna: 11 05." 

11:40:21 l<ullgren: "Can you locate any ofthe school staff in the ad min office? We are trying to see if 

we have any video footage to secure." 

11:40:31 Penna: "Standby." 

11:40:39 Wisentaner: 11S3 to 3 HQ (Sinko)." 

11:40:43 Sinko: "3 go ahead." 

11:40:47 Wisentaner: "Alright, the staging area, we are going to move to the EOC at Fairfield Hills. We 

have other agencies that are showing up with personnel that are not going to fit down there." 

11:40:59 Sinko: "Roger, I am just meeting up with 1 HQ (Kehoe) to coordinate." 
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11:41:06 Wisentaner: "Roger, just let him know, because they are flowing in now and we are not going , 

to have room, so I'm going to send them up there." 

11:41:12 Sinko: "Ok." 

11:41:29 Penna: "D5 to 72 (Kullgren's patrol badge number)." 

11:41:40 Vanghele: "4 HQ to HQ." 

11:41:58 Vanghele: 114 HQ to HQ." 

11:42:00 Barocsi: "4 (Vanghele) go ahead." 

11:42:04 Vanghele: "There are approximately three Bethel officers that are going to be coming to the .. 

uh headquarters. If you can, use them for calls for service, starting with 

there are any other calls backed up." 

11:42:18 Barocsi: 11Roger, do those Bethel officers have our frequency?" 

11:42:25 Vanghele : "They do not have our frequency. There should be some spare radios in the 

classroom." 

11:42:31 Barocsi: "Received." 

11:42:34 Penna: "D5 to S7 (Santucci) ." 

11:43:48 Vanghele: "67 (McGowan)." 

11:43:51 McGowan: "67." 

11:43:54 Vanghele: "Who do you have the re from SP?" 

11:43:59 McGowan: 11 l've got four (4) CSP on scene as well as 91 (McCluskey)." 

11:44:07 Vanghele: "Are they uniform or SRT?" 

11:44:11 McGowan: "I came up with all uniform." 

11:44:16 Vanghele: "Roger, is that number thirty six?" 

11:44:19 McGowan: "Roger thirty six." 

11:44:26 Penna: 11D5 to D6 (Flynn)." 

11:44:42 Penna: "DS to D6 (Flynn)." 

11:44:53 Penna: "DS to 57 (Santucci)." 
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11:45:03 Vanghele: "4 HQ to 67 (McGowan)." 

11:45:07 McGowan: "Go ahead 4 HQ (Vanghele)." 

11:45:11 Vanghele: "SP uh, SRT team will be on their way there. They should be there in 10 minutes." 

11:45:19 McGowan: "Roger, when they get there, they will have their CSP out in front." 

11:45:25 Vanghele: "Roger." 

11:45:36 Sinko: "3 HQ to S3 (Wisentaner)." 

11:45:44 Wisentaner: "S3 headquarters." 

11:45:47 Sinko: "Alright, we are going to set up PIO at Treadwell park. We are in the process of 

coordinating that now. I am with CSP and we will be there shortly." 

11:46:00 Wisentaner: "Roger." 

11:46:04 Penna: "D5 to S3 (Wisentaner)." 

11:46:10 Wisentaner: "S3 headquarters." 

11:46:14 Penna: "See if you can get a hold of S7 (Santucci) or 4 HQ (Vanghele). They were inquiring 

about video cameras at the Sandy Hook School. There are no video cameras that record. The only 

camera they have is to let people in with the call button, which does not record." 

11:46:29 Wisentaner: "Roger." 

11:46:58 Kullgren: "S6 to D5 (Penna), I copy that transmission, thank you." 

11:48:03 Kullgren: "S6 to any Newtown units that need relief, advise and we will arrange for that." 

11:48:11 Seabrook: "95 to S6 (l<ullgren)." 

11:48:14 l(ullgren: "S6." 

11:48:17 Seabrook: "81 (Figol) and myself checked the woods by the school, all the way to Treadwell. 

We're checking Treadwell now." 

11:48:27 Kullgren: "Received." 

11:48:41 Sinko: "3 to HQ." 

11:48:54 Sinko: "3 to HQ." 

11:49:02 Chickos: "3 go ahead." 
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11:46:04 Unknown: "---digital--D6-." 

11:49:06 Sinko: "Ok, we are going to be setting up for media at Treadwell Park. You can divert media 

inquiries to Treadwell and we will handle it there." 

11:49:18 Chickos: "Ok, so any ... any ... any, media that is showing up is to be directed to Treadwell, 

correct?" 

11:49:26 Sinko: "That is correct, and if you can have them use the Pole Bridge Road ... um, route to get 

there. Keep them off of Riverside." 

11:49:37 Chickos: "Ok, now what about phone media? We are obviously getting flooded with those calls 

as well." 

11:49:45 Sinko: "We will be releasing press releases later in the day. It is still an active scene." 

11:49:51 Chickos: "Ok, one more question, Brookfield has called, they are concerned because they 

want to know if their school should be in lockdown, yes or no on that, because they said Danbury is 

actively pulling over many cars that are ... somehow got a description of a van." 

11:50:10 Sinko: "You can leave ... tell them that is up to their officials. We don't have any indication at 

this time that they are involved, but that is up to them." 

11:50:21 Chickos: "Roger, received." 

11:50:34 Silver: "63." 

11:50:37 Chickos: "63, go ahead." 

11:50:40 Silver: "Be advised, I am at the EOC with several Fairfield officers including detectives." 

11:50:48 Chickos: "Roger." 

11:50:54 Wisentaner: "S3 to 3 HQ (Sinko)." 

11:50:58 Sinko: "3 go ahead." 

11:51:01 Wisentaner: "We are going to stage all the other agencies that are coming at the EOC at 

Fairfield Hills. 4 HQ (Vanghele) is going to be the supervisor up there. 63 (Silver) is there now." 

11:51:13 Sinko: "Roger, thank you." 

11:53:01 Barocsi: "99 (Hayes)." 

11:53:04 Hayes: "Go ahead." 

11:53:06 Barocsi: "Did you give that radio to Bethel yet?" 
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11:53:11 Hayes: "I am with 15 (Ketchum). They are,heading down with us." 

11:53:15 Barocsi: "Received, I've got another call at Head of Meadow School. They are stating that 

there is a male party sitting out on the bench. They just feel it is suspicious. They are not sure if it is a 

parent or not. !f you can, just check on it." 

11:53:27 Hayes: "Roger, 15 (Ketchum) and myself will be en route," 

11:53:29 Barocsi: "Received." 

11:54:45 Ketchum: "15" 

11:54:48 Barocsi: "15 (Ketchum)." 

11:54:50 Ketchum: "Are you still on the phone with the individual from Head of Meadow, or did you 

hang up?" 

11:54:55 Barocsi: "Negative, it was the principal who called. She stated she believes it's a student's 

parent but she---." 

11:55:05 Sinko: "3 HQ." 

11:55:06 Barocsi: "3 (Sinko) go ahead." 

11:55:07 Ketchum: "Ok, any description or anything?" 

11:55:12 Sinko: "Who do I have for Newtown officers on Riverside?" 

11:55:16 Barocsi: "3 (Sinko) stand by. I have a white male individual, white, with light colored hair on 

his cell phone with a blue jacket, 15 (Ketchum)." 

11:55:28 Ketchum: "15 copy." 

11:55:50 Barocsi: "HQ to 4 (Vanghele)." 

11:55:54 Vanghele: "4 HQ." 

11:55:56 Barocsi: "Do you know what units are on Riverside Road at this time?" 

11:56:08 Vanghele: "uh, I got probably four here. Why? What do you need?" 

11:56:14 Barocsi: "3 HQ (Sinko) was asking. 3 HQ did you copy?" 

11:56:20 Sinko: "Yeah, if you could just get someone down at that intersection, divert all the media .. 34 

to Pole Bridge, we don't want anybody else coming up Riverside." 

11:56:30 Barocsi: "4 (Vanghele) you copy?" 
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11:56:43 Wisentaner: "S3 to 3 HQ (Sinko) ." 

11:56:47 Sinko: "Go ahead." 

11:56:49 Wisentaner: "Has the decision been made on our agency? They are all calling in to see what 

they should do." 

11:56:57 Sinko: "Uh, what do you mean?" 

11:56:59 Wisentaner: "Off duty personnel are calling whether they should come in or not." 

11:57:05 Sinko: "Negat ive, we have plenty of people here right now." 

11:57:09 Wisentaner: "Roger." 

11:57:14 Vanghele: "4 to 3 (Sinko), I have nobody that can go down there, stand post and divert media, 

or close down the road. Maybe you can have one of the other agencies assisting do that?" 

11:57:27 Sinko: "Alright, Roger." 

11:57:59 Ketchum: "15, we are out at Head O'IVleadow. At this point there is no problem." 

11:58:02 Barocsi: "Received 15." 

11:58:10 Barocsi: "15 (Ketchum)." 

11:58:13 Ketchum: "Go ahead." 

11:58:14 Barocsi: "Can you advise if someone checked 

supposed to be going there." 

11:59:07 Silver: "63." 

11:59:09 Barocsi: "63." 

? I know that Bethel was 

11:59:12 Silver: "5 (Robinson) is at the EOC. I will be sending Fairfield detectives to headquarters to 

assist with interviews." 

11:59:18 Barocsi: "Received, 5 (Robinson) is at EOC, detectives to headquarters." 

11:59:25 Nute: "63 (Silver) ." 

11:59:28 Silver: "63." 

11:59:30 Nute: "Just be advised, Weston at Sandy Hook Fire department had multiple individuals who 

had been involved in the direct area." 
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11:59:46 Silver: ''Roger standby." 

11:59:49 Seabrook: "95 to HQ." 

11:59:51 Nute: "95 (Seabrook}." 

11:59:54 Seabrook: " I have two thirty ten (Newtown police radio code for an information check) by op 

numbers. I do not need the information over the air, just print them and put them in my mailbox. Let 

me know when you are ready for both of them." 

12:00:01 Nute: "Op number one." 

12:00:03 Seabrook: ' 

12:00:10 Nute: "Number two." 

12:00:12 Seabrook: ' 

hits on either one." 

12:00:21 Silver: "63." 

12:00:23 Nute: "95(Seabrook) I need number one again." 

12:00:27 Seabrook: ' 
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